BLyS receptor signatures resolve homeostatically independent compartments among naïve and antigen-experienced B cells.
The BLyS family of receptors includes two cytokines, BLyS and APRIL; and three receptors, BR3, BCMA and TACI. Together, these regulate the size and composition of peripheral B cell pools. The multiplicity of ligand-receptor sets, in conjunction with differential receptor expression, alternative binding partners and disparate downstream signaling characteristics, affords the potential to establish independently regulated homeostatic niches among primary and antigen-experienced B cell subsets. Thus, BLyS signaling via BR3 is the dominant homeostatic regulator of primary B cell pools, whereas APRIL interactions with BCMA likely govern memory B cell populations. Short-lived antibody forming cell populations and their proliferating progenitors express a TACI-predominant signature. Further, within each niche, relative fitness to compete for available cytokine is determined by exogenous inputs via adaptive and innate receptor systems, affording intramural hierarchies that determine clonotype composition.